Commercial Security

SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR
TODAY’S BUSINESSES

Protect what you value most...

....the security of your business.

Performance, Protection and Peace of Mind
You can work a lifetime building your business. Make sure you spend enough time
choosing the right security system to watch over it. When it comes to protecting
what you value most—the safety of your business and the people who depend on
you—look to a security system from Honeywell for peace of mind.
We know your facility is unique and so are your security concerns. Your security
dealer can work with you to tailor a system so flexible that it can meet your needs
precisely—whether you’re a small retail store or a large, industrial or institutional
facility. There is no need to install multiple systems—you can have intrusion, fire,
access control and video surveillance in one flexible, upgradable system.

Security
The facts are in—security systems are effective in preventing loss of life and protecting
property. According to U.S. Department of Justice statistics, businesses without alarm
systems are four times as likely to be broken into than those that do. The U.S. Department
of Commerce estimates that employee dishonesty alone costs American business in
excess of $50 billion annually—and that a staggering 75% of these crimes go unnoticed!
Your dealer can provide you with solutions that help protect your business from
break-ins, unauthorized entry and internal theft. Whats more, our systems have the
capacity to grow along with you—letting you seamlessly integrate video surveillance or
access control whenever you need to.

Fire
Honeywell's broad line of fire products include everything from individual components
to fully integrated detection systems. Incredibly sophisticated, they alert you to a fire
and let you quickly and efficiently pinpoint the exact location of trouble and fire
conditions—providing the ultimate protection of life and property.

Video Systems and Surveillance
Our high-quality video surveillance products—which give you the ability to view
and record events in multiple areas of your facility—are an ideal way to monitor
employee work habits, provide security and view the proper placement of
product displays. Video surveillance can protect your employees and assets,
control shrinkage, lower your liability and insurance payments and help you
make informed security and business management decisions.

Access Control
By monitoring and restricting entry, you do more than protect valuable assets and
sensitive areas from theft and damage—you can actually run your business more
safely, efficiently and profitably. Our sophisticated solutions ensure that the people
with access to valuable assets, inventory, or restricted areas are those authorized.
You’ll also increase employee safety, performance and accountability while reducing
response time to alarms.

Watching Over Your Business...
24 Hours a Day
Your system will be monitored by a central station, which is manned 24 hours a day,
7 days a week by highly skilled operators trained to respond to emergencies. Should
a burglary, fire or other emergency occur, security professionals may contact you to
verify alarms before sending help. Fire, police or emergency personnel can be quickly
summoned to you.

Commitment to Quality
Our equipment complies with all ISO-9001 protocols—an internationally recognized
standard that defines a quality assurance system.

Your Trusted Partner in Protection
Honeywell’s commitment to your security goes beyond offering the highest-quality
products. When you purchase Honeywell products, you also get the peace of mind
from knowing that a wealth of experience, innovation and proven performance are
built into every one. Why trust your security to anything less?

Find out more
For more information...
www.honeywellsecurity.com
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